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ABSTRACT
We report on K2 Campaign 8 measurements of a huge white light flare on the L1 dwarf SDSSp
J005406.55-003101.8 (EPIC 220186653). The source is a typical L1 dwarf at a distance of ∼ 50 pc,
probably an old hydrogen-burning star rather than a young brown dwarf. In the long (30-minute)
cadence photometry, the flare peak is 21 times the flux of the stellar photosphere in the broad optical
Kepler filter, which we estimate corresponds to ∆V ≈ −7.1. The total equivalent duration of the
flare is 15.4 hr. We estimate the total bolometric energy of the flare was 4× 1033 erg, more powerful
than the previously reported Kepler white light flares for the L1 dwarf WISEP J190648.47+401106.8,
but weaker than the ∆V = −11 L0 dwarf superflare ASASSN-16ae. The initial (impulsive) cooling
phase is too rapid to resolve with our 30-minute cadence data, but after one hour the gradual cooling
phase has an exponential time constant of 1.8 hours. We use template fitting to estimate that the
full-time-width-at-half-amplitude of the light curve is < 10 minutes and that the true flare maximum
reached ∼ 70 times the stellar photosphere, or ∆V ≈ −8. This flare is comparable to the most
powerful Kepler flares observed on the active M4 dwarf GJ 1243.
Keywords: stars: activity — stars: flare — stars: chromospheres — stars: low-mass — stars: individ-
ual: SDSSp J005406.55-003101.8
1. INTRODUCTION
Building on the long history of ground-based pho-
tometry of flares from main sequence stars (see Ger-
shberg 2005 for a complete overview), the precision and
time coverage of the Kepler mission (Koch et al. 2010)
has revitalized the study of white light flares (Walkow-
icz et al. 2011). Davenport (2016) has recently pub-
lished a catalog of over 850,000 stellar flares detected on
4041 stars during the original Kepler mission. Impor-
tant Kepler-based studies include the characterization
of “super-flares” (with bolometric energy > 1033 erg) on
solar-type stars (Maehara et al. 2012; Candelaresi et al.
2014; Maehara et al. 2015) and flares on both active and
inactive M-dwarf stars (Hawley et al. 2014). Perhaps the
best studied flare star with Kepler is the rapidly rotat-
ing, nearby M4 dwarf GJ 1243, which was monitored for
eleven months in short (one-minute) cadence mode, re-
sulting in the detection of numerous well-characterized
flares with Kepler-band energies 1029 − 1033 erg (Ram-
say et al. 2013; Davenport et al. 2014; Silverberg et al.
2016). The extended K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014)
allows many new fields to be monitored with the Ke-
pler photometer, enabling studies of additional nearby
M dwarfs (Ramsay & Doyle 2015; Stelzer et al. 2016).
White light flares from L dwarfs are rare enough
that targeted ground-based photometric campaigns have
not detected them (Koen 2013; Ramsay et al. 2015),
but Gizis et al. (2013) detected 21 white light flares
from the nearby L1 dwarf WISEP J190648.47+401106.8
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2(hereafter W1906+40) in three months of Kepler
short-cadence monitoring. These flares had estimated
bolometric energies in the range 6 × 1029 to 1.6 ×
1032 erg. A much more powerful L dwarf flare
was later discovered during a ground-based supernova
search: the flare ASASSN-16ae on the L0 dwarf SDSS
J053341.43+001434.1 (hereafter S0533+00) was ob-
served at ∆V = −11 magnitudes (Schmidt et al. 2016).
Its total estimated bolometric energy of > 6.2×1034 erg
is only a lower limit to the flare energy since the light
curve was sparsely sampled. These flares must be re-
lated to chromospheric and coronal activity as in active
GKM main sequence stars, yet Hα chromospheres and
X-ray coronae are known to weaken and disappear for
cooler L dwarfs (Gizis et al. 2000; Berger et al. 2010;
Schmidt et al. 2015) as the stellar rotation-activity re-
lation breaks down (see Cook et al. 2014 and references
therein.) High-resolution spectroscopy suggests all L0-
L1 dwarfs are rapid rotators, implying they do not sig-
nificantly spin down even over billions of years (Rein-
ers & Basri 2008). Some 90% of L0 dwarfs and 67%
of L1 dwarfs show chromospheric Hα emission when ob-
served at sufficiently high resolution and signal-to-noise,
but the strength of their chromospheres as measured
by LHα/Lbol is an order of magnitude weaker than in
dMe stars, implying early-L dwarfs have cooler chromo-
spheres with lower filling factors (Schmidt et al. 2015).
The underlying physical reasons for this decline in tradi-
tional activity indicators are thought to be the increas-
ing neutrality and resistance of the outer atmosphere
(Mohanty et al. 2002), but additional factors such as
changes in the mode of magnetic reconnection (Mullan
2010) or dynamo modes (Cook et al. 2014) may play
important roles. We note as well that the Hα emission
of some ultracool dwarfs may be auroral, rather than
chromospheric, in nature (Hallinan et al. 2015; Pineda
et al. 2016).
We have been monitoring L dwarfs that lie in each K2
campaign field of view in both long and short cadence
mode, with the aim of detecting flares, transits, and
cloud variability. Here we report the detection of a white
light flare on an L1 dwarf with a total bolometric energy
of 4× 1033 erg, and measure the gradual decay phase of
an L dwarf flare for the first time. We present the target
and K2 data in Section 2, fit model flare templates in
Section 3, and discuss the results in Section 4.
2. TARGET CHARACTERISTICS AND DATA
2.1. Properties of SDSSp J005406.55−003101.8
The discovery of the L1 dwarf SDSSp
J005406.55−003101.8 (hereafter S0054−00) was
first reported by Schneider et al. (2002) and Hawley
et al. (2002), who each presented optical spectra.
Schmidt et al. (2015) presented a higher signal-
to-noise Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS) optical spectrum which confirms the L1 spec-
tral type. Cross-correlating this spectrum with the
Schmidt et al. (2014) L1 dwarf template, we measure
vrad = −14.4 ± 14.3 km s−1. We set a 3-sigma limit of
5A˚ on the equivalent width of the Hα emission which
implies log(LHα/Lbol) < −5.0. The Schmidt et al.
(2015) survey found the average log(LHα/Lbol) = −5.31
for L1 dwarfs, so S0054−00 was not unusually active
when the BOSS spectrum was taken, and indeed may
have a typical chromospheric activity level. Bardalez
Gagliuffi et al. (2014) obtained a near-infrared spectrum
and also classified S0054−00 as an L1 dwarf and found
no evidence of a cooler unresolved companion in their
spectral fitting. We measure the proper motion from a
linear fit to the 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), SDSS
(Aihara et al. 2011), and WISE (Wright et al. 2010)
positions. From the observed SDSS optical and 2MASS
infrared magnitudes, the Dupuy & Liu (2012) parallax
compilation, and the latest color-absolute-magnitude
relations (Schmidt et al., in prep.), we estimate a
distance of d = 50.9± 9.6 pc. The observed and derived
properties of the target are given in Table 1. From its
colors and spectra, S0054−00 appears to be a typical
field L1 dwarf, and with a galactic space component
motion V = −46± 13 km s−1, it is most likely to be an
old (age > 1 billion years) hydrogen-burning star (see
Dieterich et al. 2014). From the V − J colors of other
L1 dwarfs (Dahn et al. 2002; Dieterich et al. 2014) we
estimate that the apparent magnitude is V ≈ 24.1.
Table 1. Properties of S0054−00
Parameter Value
Photometric
r 22.50± 0.15
i 20.09± 0.03
K˜p 20.5± 0.1
z 18.25± 0.02
J 15.73± 0.05
H 14.89± 0.05
KS 14.38± 0.07
W1 14.00± 0.03
W2 13.76± 0.05
Kinematic
d (Mi/i−KS) [pc]a 50.9±9.6
µα [mas yr
−1] 194.14±18.24
µδ [mas yr
−1] −148.01±37.83
Vtan [km s
−1] 58.9±14.3
Vrad [km s
−1] −14.4±14.3
U [km s−1] 7.1±8.0
Table 1 continued
3Table 1 (continued)
Parameter Value
V [km s−1] −45.5±13.4
W [km s−1] 4.6±13.7
aBased on Schmidt et al. (2016) in prep
2.2. K2 Photometry
K2 measured S0054−00 as EPIC 220186653 during
Campaign 8 (2016 Jan 3 - 2016 Mar 23) in long ca-
dence (30 minute) mode (Jenkins et al. 2010). There
are 3445 good quality measurements over 78.6 days (Ke-
pler mission dates 2559.11 to 2637.75); each data point
is the average flux during a 29.4 minute period. We
measure aperture photometry from the pixel files using
the Astropy-affiliated photutils package. Rather than
centroid on the noisy target in each frame, we adopt a
best position based on the median of all centroid mea-
surements, and then adjust it for each observation using
the spacecraft motion estimate calculated by the mis-
sion (recorded as POS CORR1 and POSS CORR2 in
the FITS file headers). For the eight hours before the
flare, the median count rate is 84.5 count s−1 through
both 2 and 3 pixel apertures; we adopt the 2 pixel aper-
ture photometry for our analysis.
The broad Kepler filter extends from 430nm to 900nm.
As discussed by Gizis et al. (2013), an L1 dwarf photo-
sphere contributes significant counts only from the red-
dest part of this range, but hot flares contribute through
the range and therefore have a higher mean energy per
observed count. Because the principal goals of the orig-
inal Kepler mission did not require absolute calibration
of the photometry, the mission relied on Kp, an AB-
magnitude system that used ground-based gri photom-
etry to predict what magnitude Kepler would observe
(Brown et al. 2011). Kp values for K2 fields have been
determined by Huber et al. (2016), who remark that the
predicted magnitudes of red M dwarfs are too bright.
We therefore do not expect the catalog value Kp = 17.2
for the extremely red S0054−00 to be useful. Lund et al.
(2015), Aigrain et al. (2015) and Libralato et al. (2016)
find that for most (AFGK) stars, Kp predicts the ob-
served K2 count rate well, with a zero-point of 25.3 for
a 3-pixel aperture. To clearly distinguish between the
ground-based, catalog Kp value, and the actual space-
measured magnitude of S0054−00, we follow Lund et al.
(2015) in defining:
K˜p ≡ 25.3− 2.5 log(count rate)
Under this system, K˜p = 20.5 for our target before
the flare. Our observed signal-to-noise per 30-minute
cadence, 13, is consistent with other K2 stars (Libralato
et al. 2016) of similar magnitude. The K2 photometry of
our target does show long-term drifts which we believe
are instrumental effects and which we do not consider
further in this paper. There is no evidence of rotational
modulation, and only one flare is evident in the data set.
At Kepler mission day 2595.784194, the target bright-
ens to 1880 count s−1 (K˜p = 17.1, ∆K˜p = 3.4); by the
next 30 minute cadence, it faded to 380 count s−1, and
then continued to decline over the next several hours
(Figure 1). The fast rise and slow/exponential decline
is typical of stellar flares in the Kepler band. Davenport
et al. (2014) described the Kepler light curve of an M4
flare star as double exponential, consisting of both an
“impulsive” decay component which dominates at early
times and a “gradual” decay component which domi-
nates at late time. We adopt this terminology. The ini-
tial impulsive rise and decay is not resolved in our time
series, implying the full time width at half the maxi-
mum flux (t1/2, Kowalski et al. 2013) is less than 30
minutes, but a gradual decay component is clearly de-
tected. Maehara et al. (2015) define the “duration” of
the flare as the “e-folding decay time of flare intensity
after its peak,” which also must be less than 30 min-
utes; our fits discussed in the next section suggest the
value of ∼ 7 − 10 minutes. Hawley et al. (2014) define
“duration” instead as the difference between the start
and end times, meaning the times when the flare flux
is detectable above the photospheric flux. The duration
under this definition is 5 hours.
Because the ASASSN-16ae flare on S0533+00 was ob-
served in the V-band, we estimate the V-band proper-
ties of our S0054−00 flare. At the peak of the flare,
S0054−00 would have become a blue source rather than
an extremely red one. Taking an A star photosphere
as a proxy for the hot emission of a flare, we find that
V = Kp − 0.1 for A stars when we transform from gri
to V and Kp (Brown et al. 2011; Huber et al. 2016), im-
plying that the observed peak of the flare was V = 17.0
and therefore ∆V = −7.1. The observed peak is the
average over a 30 minute period which likely underes-
timates the true peak brightness of the flare but the
integrated counts are correct. The total “equivalent du-
ration”, which is related to the total energy of the flare
and should not be confused with the duration previously
discussed, is equal to the total integrated counts of the
flare divided by the photosphere count rate (Gershberg
1972; Hawley et al. 2014), 15.4 hours in the Kepler filter.
Equivalent duration is bandpass-dependent: In V-band,
the equivalent duration was ∼ 17 days.
A number of different approaches have been used
to describe the energy of flares detected by Kepler.
Walkowicz et al. (2011) and Candelaresi et al. (2014)
4report bolometric (UV, visible and infrared, but not X-
ray) energies. The flare spectral energy distribution is
extrapolated beyond the Kepler filter by assuming the
flare is a blackbody of temperature 10,000K. Using the
L1 dwarf and 10,000K blackbody calibrations described
by Gizis et al. (2013), we find a total flare energy of
Ebol ≈ 4 × 1033 erg. This extrapolation to bolometric
energy is uncertain to at least the ∼ 20% level (see Ta-
ble 3 of Gizis et al. 2013). It is also useful to instead
consider the observed energies through the Kepler fil-
ter. Hawley et al. (2014) report “Kepler energies” (EK)
which are tied to the observed spectrum of the M4 flare
dwarf GJ 1243 and its input catalog magnitude, and do
not extrapolate to include the ultraviolet or infrared.
These cannot be directly compared to our analysis be-
cause the L1 dwarf is much cooler than GJ 1243, but
we can follow their procedure to compute EK using the
S0054−00 spectrum.1 Convolving the S0054−00 pho-
tosphere spectrum with the Kepler response function,
we find the stellar photospheric flux is 9.9 × 10−18 erg
s−1 cm−2 A˚−1, but a 10,000K blackbody is 1.3 times
more energetic for the same count rate. Following the
same procedure as Hawley et al. (2014), we multiply by
the width of the filter (4000A˚), 4pid2, and the Kepler
equivalent duration. After applying our energy correc-
tion factor of 1.3, we find EK = 9 × 1032 erg for the
flare.
3. TEMPLATE FITTING
With a total estimated energy of 4 × 1033 erg, the
S0054−00 flare lies between the strongest flare observed
on the L dwarf W1906+40 (∼ 1.6×1032 erg, Gizis et al.
2013; we hereafter call this “the W1906+40 flare”) and
the strongest L dwarf flare, ASASSN-16ae (> 6.2× 1034
erg,Schmidt et al. 2016). The ASSASN-16ae curve was
only sparsely sampled; the advantage of the S0054−00
flare is that the full light curve, especially the gradual
decay phase, was observed. This allows us to character-
ize the late cooling phases of such an energetic flare for
the first time.
We first consider the late-time, gradual decay phase
of the flare. After normalizing by the non-flaring pho-
tosphere (84.5 count s−1) and measuring from the time
of the flare (∆t = t − 2595.78419378), we fit2 an expo-
nential decay curve to the ten data points from 1 to 5.5
hours after the peak:
1 Another difficulty is that Kp system was not designed to
predict M dwarf brightnesses: In the case of GJ 1243, although
Kp = 12.7, we measure K˜p = 11.65 from the Kepler pixel data.
2 All fits reported in this paper are the result of Markov Chain
Monte Carlo sampling of at least 1.5 million samples of the pos-
terior function using emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) with
uniform priors.
∆F = Be−γg∆t (1)
We findB = 2.94±0.22 and−γg = −13.6±1.0 days−1;
this fit is shown in Figure 1. The exponential time con-
stant (τg = 1/γg ) is 1.8 hr. Silverberg et al. (2016)
analyzed simultaneous spectroscopic and Kepler obser-
vations of the late exponential decay to conclude that
in case of flares on the M4.5 dwarf GJ 1243, the grad-
ual decay phase should be considered to be due to a
“physically distinct” region from the impulsive decay
phase, due to perhaps a “different spatial region, differ-
ent atmospheric layer, or different cooling process.” In
the W1906+40 flare, which was observed spectroscop-
ically, the Kepler impulsive and gradual decay phases
traced the white light emission and broadened Hα, but
atomic (chromospheric) emission lines were much longer
lived.
To investigate the impulsive phase of the flare we turn
to model templates based on other white light flares to
infer what may have happened during the first hour
of the flare. Ground-based photometry of flares show
a great diversity of light curves, but remarkably, Dav-
enport et al. (2014) found that a single flare template
(hereafter the D14 template) fits most Kepler flares on
the M4 dwarf GJ 1243, once the flares were scaled by
their maximum amplitude (A) and full width at half
time (t1/2). The rapid rise is described by a fourth order
polynomial, and their decay template has two exponen-
tials, which we write as:
∆F = A(αie
−γi∆t/t1/2 + αge−γg∆t/t1/2) (2)
The D14 template parameters are αi =
0.6890(±0.0008), αg = 0.3030(±0.0009), γi =
1.600(±0.003) and γg = 0.2783(±0.0007), so that
along with the polynomial parameters which we do
not list here, there are nine fixed parameters common
to all flares, plus three free parameters (A, t1/2 and
time of flare) that are unique for each flare. This
template also fits the W1906+40 flare, where we find
t1/2 = 6.9 minutes, and was used by Schmidt et al.
(2016) to fit ASASSN-16ae to find t1/2 in the range
3 (best fit) to 6.2 (minimal fit) minutes. We fit the
D14 template to our flare by computing it on one
minute cadence timescale and averaging down to the
long cadence timescale. Because we are interested in
the impulsive phase, we fit to only the first 1.5 hours
of the flare (plus two hours before the flare, for a
total of seven data points). The results are shown
in Figure 2. One hundred randomly drawn model
fits from the posterior distribution are shown in red.
The three derived parameters are flare amplitude
A = 63.9+1.0−0.9, t1/2 = 6.69± 0.14 minutes, and flare time
2595.77636 ± 0.00017 dy. It is clear from Figure 2 that
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Figure 1. K2 photometry of a flare on SDSSp J005406.55-003101.8. Time zero on this plot is Kepler mission day 2595.78419378.
The cyan curve shows our fit to the late-time exponential decay (Equation 1); the extrapolation back to the time of the flare is
shown as the dashed curve. The count rate outside of the flare was 84.5 count s−1.
the late time evolution is not well fit by this template.
We can show this directly from our gradual phase fit:
For the D14 template to reduce to Equation 1 at late
times, the maximum amplitude of the flare would be
2.94/0.303 = 9.7 times the photospheric count rate and
t1/2 = 0.2783/13.6 day = 29.5 min, but this amplitude
is too low and the timescale is too long compared to
the K2 observations. Unfortunately, the S0054−00 long
cadence data does not contain enough content to allow
all the possible flare parameters of Equation 1 to be
fit independently. To illustrate alternative possibilities,
we also make use of template parameters that were
fit to a very impulsive flare on an M7 brown dwarf
observed by K2 in short cadence mode (Gizis et al.,
in prep): αi = 0.9233, αg = 0.0767, γi = 1.3722, and
γg = 0.1163. Fixing those four template parameters
plus the original D14 polynomial rise parameters, we
fit A = 69.9 ± 5.5, t1/2 = 7.8+0.8−0.7 min, and time of
the flare 2595.77918 ± 0.00050 days to the S0054−00
flare. The light curve for this fit is a better match to
the gradual decay phase (Figure 2.) Although our lack
of detailed, independent knowledge of the impulsive
flare light curve means we cannot be precise on the
true amplitude and timescale of the S0054−00 flare,
the template fitting exercise suggests that the timescale
(t1/2) is less than 10 minutes and that the true flare
maximum may have been approximately seventy times
the mean photospheric value (∆K˜p ≈ −4.6) implying
∆V ≈ −8, more than three times that observed in the
data averaged over thirty minutes.
4. DISCUSSION
All three L dwarfs with observed white light flares
appear to be old, hydrogen-burning stars with ages
measured in the billions of years; indeed S0533+00
(ASASSN-16ae) is likely a thick-disk star, perhaps ten
billion years old. White light flares and superflares may
be common to all early-L dwarfs regardless of age. Ev-
idently the rapid rotation and weak spin-down of this
class of stars supports a dynamo that generates robust
magnetic fields and reconnection events that can ex-
ceed solar flare energies. Maehara et al. (2015) cal-
culate superflares of energy 1033 erg occur about once
every seventy years on the Sun, which contrasts with
the one superflare observed in 1/5 of a year of moni-
toring S0054−00 with K2. However, a more realistic,
and lower, flare rate will come by considering all (∼ 20)
of the early-L dwarfs monitored during the full K2 mis-
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Figure 2. K2 photometry with illustrative flare light curve fits. The original Davenport flare light curve template is shown in
red, and an alternative template, based on a fit to an M7 brown dwarf flare, is shown in blue. In each class, 100 randomly
chosen fits from the posterior distribution are plotted. These fits suggest that the flare amplitude would have been much higher
(∆Kp ≈ −4.6) if sampled on one minute timescales instead of averaged over thirty minutes. See the text for further discussion.
Time zero on this plot is mission time 2595.78419378.
sion. Long-term monitoring of S0054−00 may reveal ad-
ditional flares — we note that the Catalina Real-Time
Transient Survey (Drake et al. 2009) found S0054−00 to
be approximately one magnitude brighter than normal
in January 2006 (MJD 53744.14) in unfiltered CCD im-
ages. This may have been a white light flare. Schmidt
et al. (2016) use the ASASSN data to estimate a flare
rate of approximately one in six years for L0 dwarf flares
with energy 1034 erg.
For these three flaring L dwarfs, the flare duration as
measured by the e-folding timescale is < 10 min for en-
ergies 1033 − 1034 erg, which agrees with the observed
duration of G dwarf superflares (Maehara et al. 2015)
with the same energy despite the much different stel-
lar size and effective temperatures. Given the similarity
of the L dwarf flares to G dwarf flares, it is interest-
ing to compare them to the solar flare simulations of
Aulanier et al. (2013) which can account for flares and
superflares in G dwarfs, although we caution that physi-
cal conditions may be different. They find the following
scaling of bolometric energy with maximum magnetic
field strength and linear separation between the bipoles
(Ldipole) :
E = 0.5× 1032
(
Bmaxz
1000G
)2(
Lbipole
50Mm
)3
erg (3)
.
If we use the radius of the L1 dwarf (0.09R, Dieterich
et al. 2014) as the length scale, corresponding to a pair of
large starspots (active regions) separated by ∼ 60◦, then
maximum magnetic field strengths of 6000G are needed
for the S0054−00 superflare. Berger (2006) report mag-
netic fields of ∼ 1000G in much less energetic ultracool
dwarf radio flares, so such a field in an unusually strong
flare seems plausible. For ASASSN-16ae, increasing the
volume by a factor of 10 (such as with spots on the op-
posite sites of the star) and increasing the field to 8000G
could account for the observed energy. While the lengths
needed to produce superflares with E > 1035 erg may
be possible in solar-type stars, the small sizes of single
L dwarfs suggest that they will not have higher energy
superflares unless extremely strong (> 10kG) magnetic
fields are possible.
L dwarf superflares offer significant opportunities to
7study the later phases of a superflare, particularly the
gradual cooling phase. In solar-type stars, the bright
photosphere makes even the peak emission at best a few
percent effect, and following the late decay of a super-
flare in white light would require extraordinary preci-
sion. For L dwarfs, however, the photospheric contri-
bution is greatly reduced. In the flare presented here,
a trigger from a photometric survey like LSST with 30
minute response time on a 8-meter class telescope would
allow hours of spectroscopy of both the gradual phase
white light component and atomic emission lines. Such
observations will yield new constraints on the cooling
of stellar photospheres in response to impulsive energy
injections.
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